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1. Name of Property "~~~~"~

historic name Old Timbers

other names/site number N/A

2. Location

street & number U.S. Army Jefferson Proving Ground 

city or town Madison__________________

state J^!_____________ code IN county Ripley

not for publication 

6 vicinity

code 137 zip code ^7250

3. State/Federal Agency Certification

As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, I hereby certify that this D nomination 
O request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of 
Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, the property 
D meets D does not meet the National Register criteria. I recommend that this property be considered significant 
D nationally D statewide tS locally. (D See continuation sheet for additional comments.)

Signature of certifym£6fficiaI/Titw

Raymond J. Fatz Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army (ESOH) 
State of Federal agency and bureau Federal Preservation Officer

In my opinjprTTjthe property H meets D does not meet the National Register criteria. (D See continuation sheet for additional 
commer

Signature of certifying official/Title

Indiana Department of Natur4j/Resources

S3 IMS'

State or Federal agency and bureau

4. National Park Service Certification
I hereby/certify that the property is:

w entered in the National Register. 
D See continuation sheet.

D determined eligible for the 
National Register 

n See continuation sheet.

D determined not eligible for the 
National Register.

CD removed from the National 
Register.

D other, (explain:) ___________

ignature of the Keeper Date of Action
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5. Classification
Ownership of Property
(Check as many boxes as apply)

D private 
D public-local 
D public-State 
K] public-Federal

Category 4>f ProagQy
(Check only one box)

D district <• v-'jx'-tt
Ljsite 
D structure 
D object

Ripley Countv. IN
County and State

Number of Resources within Property
(Do not include previously listed resources in the

Contributing Noncontributing 

1 0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

count.) 

buildings

sites

structures

objects
Total

Name of related multiple property listing
(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing.) 

N/A _____________________

Number of contributing resources previously listed 
in the National Register

0
6. Function or Use
Historic Functions
(Enter categories from instructions)

DOMESTIC/single dwelling

Current Functions
(Enter categories from instructions)

OTHER/seasonal, short-term, 
recreational residence_____

7. Description
Architectural Classification
(Enter categories from instructions)

CRAFTSMAN________

Materials
(Enter categories from instructions)

foundation STONE/1 imestone 
walls STO KB/1 ime stone

roof ASPHALT

other

Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets.)
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Ripley County, IN
County and State

8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property 
for National Register listing.)

D A Property is associated with events that have made 
a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 
our history.

D B Property is associated with the lives of persons 
significant in our past.

© C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics 
of a type, period, or method of construction or 
represents the work of a master, or possesses 
high artistic values, or represents a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction.

D D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield,
information important in prehistory or history.

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.) 

Property is:

D A owned by a religious institution or used for 
religious purposes.

D B removed from its original location.

D C a birthplace or grave.

D D a cemetery.

D E a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

D F a commemorative property.

D G less than 50 years of age or achieved significance 
within the past 50 years.

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories from instructions)

ARCHITECTURE

Period of Significance
1932

Significant Dates
1932

Significant Person
(Complete if Criterion B is marked above)

K/A____________

Cultural Affiliation

N/A________

Architect/Builder

Elzner. Alfred 0.

Narrative Statement of Significance
(Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets.)

9. Major Bibliographical References
Bibliography
(Cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form on one

Previous documentation on file (NPS):
D preliminary determination of individual listing (36

CFR 67) has been requested 
D previously listed in the National Register 
D previously determined eligible by the National

Register
D designated a National Historic Landmark 
D recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey

#______________ 
D recorded by Historic American Engineering

Record # _____________________

or more continuation sheets.)

Primary location of additional data:
D State Historic Preservation Office 
D Other State agency 
E Federal agency 
D Local government 
D University 
n Other 

Name of repository:
National Park Service
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Name of Property

Riplev County. IN
County and State

10. Geographical Data

Acreage of Property Less than one acre 

UTM References
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet.)

1 I li fil I fil 3i Q! 3' fii
Zone Easting

2 ___ I ___

I 4i 3l li fll 3i 4 d 
Northing

I I I I I
Zone Easting Northing

J_I

D See continuation sheet
Verbal Boundary Description
(Describe the boundaries of the property on a continuation sheet.)

Boundary Justification
(Explain why the boundaries were selected on a continuation sheet.)

I I

11. Form Prepared By

name/title Laura Thayer, Historic Preservation Consultant, for 

organization u « s « Army Jefferson Proving Ground date 9/23/9^____ 

street & number422 1/2 Fifth Street___________ telephone 812/378-0800 

city or town Columbus__________________ state IE_____ zip code ^7201

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form:

Continuation Sheets 

Maps

A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location.

A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. 

Photographs

Representative black and white photographs of the property.

Additional items
(Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items)

Property Owner
(Complete this item at the request of SHPO or FPO.)

name U.S. "

street & number U.S.A. Jefferson Proving Ground telephone 812/273-7211 

city or town Madison_____________________ state _I£_____ zip code ^7250

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate 
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain 
a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.).

Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18.1 hours per response including time for reviewing 
instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect 
of this form to the Chief, Administrative Services Division, National Park Service, P.O. Box 37127, Washington, DC 20013-7127; and the Office of 
Management and Budget, Paperwork Reductions Projects (1024-0018), Washington, DC 20503.
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Old Timbers is located in Ripley County, in southeastern Indiana, in Jefferson Proving Ground. It 
is in the southwestern part of the county, in Shelby Township, on Big Graham Creek. The 
surrounding area is isolated and wooded, with rolling hills (photo 1).

The building is of masonry construction, with fourteen-inch walls. The stone is coursed, 
limestone rubble (photo 2). The structure is one-and-a-half stories high, and has a gable roof. 
The roof is slightly raised over the center section of the house, where there is a large living room. 
Now covered with asphalt shingles, the roof originally had wood shingles. In plan, the building is 
a long rectangle, with gable-roof extensions.

The entry to the house is near the north end of the front (west side) of the building (photo 2). 
The door is composed of vertical boards, and has four lights in the upper part (photo 9). Doors 
and windows throughout the house have distinctive iron hinges and handles, forged by students at 
Berea College in Berea, Kentucky, an institution which promotes the study of Appalachian crafts. 
Above the door, on the roof, there is a dormer window with a jerkin-head roof.

To the north of the door are two window openings, each with a pair of wood casements with iron 
hinges. Each casement has three lights. Windows have stone sills. There is a long, timber lintel 
which extends above the door and two windows to the north. All windows in the house are 
similar to these. To the south of the door is a wood, casement window, with a wood lintel. Just 
south of this window, a wing, which houses the kitchen and a servant's room, extends to the west. 
There are several small, two-light, windows on the north side of this wing, and larger windows on 
the west and south sides.

Beyond the kitchen wing, there is an enclosed porch (photo 3). In the center is a board door 
flanked on each side by a window with two casements. These windows extend from the base of 
the wall to the eaves. On the other side of each of these windows is a stone pillar. Beyond the 
stone pillars on each side is a set of three like windows, making this part of the facade almost 
entirely glazed. Above this section on the roof is a continuous shed dormer with several small, 
grouped, casement windows. Beyond this section are three small windows, and then another 
cross-gable extension, which houses a bedroom (left in photo 5).

The south facade (photo 5) has a small gable-roof section which extends from the main part of the 
facade on the first level only. The main part of the facade has a window with a pair of casements 
on the first floor. In the gable is a large opening with a pair of casements in the center, which is 
flanked by a single casement on each side, separated from the pair by a wood mullion.

The east facade has relatively few projections. The main one is an entry for the large living room 
(photo 7). Extending the width of that room across this facade is a stone terrace with a railing 
composed of stone posts and wood beams. The terrace overlooks Big Graham Creek, which runs 
through a ravine below (photo 8). Windows are almost continuous on the living room part of the
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east facade. Besides these windows, there are several similar, casement windows. There is a shed 
roof dormer with three pairs of casements near the north end, and another dormer near the south 
end with a jerkin-head roof. The north facade has three windows on the ground floor and one in 
the gable.

The house is relatively plain on the exterior. The few decorative elements include the iron hinges 
on windows and doors, and exposed rafters under the eaves. There are six, plain, stone chimneys.

A few changes have been made to the house since 1940 when it was acquired by the U.S. Army. 
Wood shingles on the roof and dormers were eventually replaced with asphalt shingles. Screen 
doors were added.

The door near the north end of the west side of the house opens onto a corridor (photo 9). At the 
north end of the corridor is a game room. On the east side are a storage room and gun room. On 
the west side are a kitchen and serving room. Beyond the kitchen is a servant's bedroom and 
bath. At the south end of the entry corridor is a large living room, 60 feet long and 22 feet wide 
(photos 11, 13). There are inglenooks with large stone fireplaces at each end of the room (photo 
12). The ceiling extends one-and-a-half stories to the roof, where structural elements - heavy, 
hand-hewn timbers - are exposed (photo 14). The timbers used in the construction of the house 
were taken from pioneer barns in the area. The east side of the living room opens to the wood 
terrace which overlooks Big Graham. To the west is an enclosed porch. On the south side of the 
house are three bedrooms and bathrooms.

Stone stairways wind around the fireplaces, accessing the second story of the building. On this 
level, a balcony overlooks the living room on the west, south, and north. On the end of the 
second story are bedrooms, which served as dormitory quarters for the children and their guests 
(photos 16, 17).

The interior of the house reflects the influence of the Arts and Crafts movement in America. The 
materials used were native to the area. Local craftsman, using traditional construction methods 
were employed to construct the building. There are wood floors throughout. Walls are the 
exposed structural stone (photo 11), with a few exceptions, such as in rooms contained in the roof 
or in the corridor, where they are wood (photo 16). Other structural elements such as posts, 
girders, rafters, window sills and lintels, and interior stone columns, are generally exposed. 
Hardware on windows and door, fabricated by students at Berea College, is hand-forged iron, and 
varies in design throughout the house (photos 9, 10, 15).

Berea College students also made much of the original furniture for the house: heavy oak tables, 
oak chairs with rush seats woven in distinctive patterns, and oak lounge chairs upholstered in 
hand-woven fabrics. Some of this furniture is now housed in the Tyson Library in Versailles, the 
Ripley County seat.
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A few changes have been made to the house since it was acquired by the U.S. Army. Wood 
shingles on the roof and dormers were eventually replaced with asphalt shingles. Screen doors 
have been added. In general, however, the house retains a high degree of integrity. Other 
buildings on the property were removed. There is known to have been a saddle barn and a 
caretaker's house when the Thomsons occupied the property.
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Old Timbers is significant under Criterion A, in the area of Entertainment/Recreation, and under 
Criterion C, in the area of Architecture. The building was constructed for use as a hunting lodge 
for industrialist Alexander Thomson. A distinctive stone structure which exhibits the influence of 
the Arts and Crafts movement, it was the last commission of Cincinnati architect Alfred O. Elzner 
(1845-1935).

History

Ohio hunting laws led some Cincinnati businessmen to build retreats in Indiana, where the laws 
were less restrictive. One of these men was Alexander Thomson, owner of Champion Paper 
Company of Hamilton, Ohio, one of the largest paper companies in the world. Thomson wanted 
a country place to entertain friends and business associates. He purchased Emmett Williams' 
Ripley County farm in 1928. Thomson acquired adjacent farms over the years, and eventually he 
owned approximately 1,400 acres. At least one other Cincinnati businessman is known to have 
built a hunting lodge in Indiana.

Cincinnati architect, Alfred O. Elzner, was hired to design the lodge. Elzner accepted the 
commission for the Thomson house though he was retired. Limestone quarried near the site, and 
timbers from old barns in the area (hence the name, Old Timbers) were used to construct the 
building. The distinctive iron hardware on doors and windows was fabricated by students at 
Berea College in Berea, Kentucky. The lodge was built at a cost of about $75,000.

Construction of the large house, started in 1929 and completed in 1932, created a number of jobs. 
Many Ripley County families, struggling through a recession in agriculture in the 1920s, were 
grateful for the work. Among the local men who worked on the project were Frank Miller, 
Lawrence Miller, and James Beach, who quarried the stone; August Rahe, head stonemason; and 
Charles Miller, head carpenter.

It was originally planned that Old Timbers would have bedrooms off the west side of the second 
floor balcony. After the stock market crash in 1929, these rooms were eliminated in order to save 
money. Dormitory style rooms were built on each end of the balcony instead. Besides the house, 
a saddle barn and caretaker's house were constructed on the property. These two buildings have 
been removed.

After the house was completed, Charles Miller and his wife Hallie worked as caretakers. Everett 
Glauber, a local man who had hauled stone during construction of the house, worked as a hostler. 
Emmett Williams continued to live in his old house and managed farming operations. The 
Thomsons stayed at Old Timbers on weekends, and often had guests. One frequent visitor was 
Governor Leslie of Indiana.
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Near the end of 1940, the U.S. Government announced the establishment of a proving ground to 
be built near the new ammunition plant at Charlestown. Fifty-five thousand acres of land in 
Ripley, Jennings, and Jefferson Counties would be purchased for the proposed facility, which 
would become Jefferson Proving Ground. Old Timbers was included in the proving ground site. 
Alexander Thomson had died in 1939. The rest of the Thomson family shared the sorrow of 
many of the other families in the area at having to leave their homes. Most of the buildings on the 
proving ground were destroyed or moved. Old Timbers was left intact to serve as a retreat for 
military personnel.

It is thought that other Ohio businessmen had hunting lodges in southern Indiana, though 
probably none were as large and well-crafted as Old Timbers. At about the same time that 
Alexander Thomson bought the land for Old Timbers, Powell Crosley, Jr., a Cincinnati 
businessman, acquired the land for his own retreat in neighboring Jennings County. This is now 
Crosley Fish and Wildlife Area, a state-owned property. The Crosley lodge has been removed.

Architecture

The architecture of Old Timbers reflects ideas of the Arts and Crafts movement, popular at the 
time of its construction. The movement originated in Europe, and was championed by British 
architect, William Morris Hunt. The movement was a reaction to the machine age, responsible for 
the mass-produced, overused ornamentation of the Victorian era. Many young American 
architects, including Frank Lloyd Wright and Charles and Henry Greene, embraced the Arts and 
Crafts philosophy, which promoted the use of simple designs, native materials, exposed structural 
elements, and traditional craftsmanship.

There are a few Arts and Crafts style houses in the city of Batesville, in Ripley County. Buildings 
which have a rating of "outstanding" (considered to be eligible for the National Register of 
Historic Places) in the Indiana Historic Sites and Structures Inventory include the Hillenbrand 
House on N. Walnut Street (07004), the Weber House on N. Walnut Street (07005); and the 
Hillenbrand House at 129 N. Main Street (07023).

In rural Ripley County the influence of the style is seen occasionally in small houses of the 
Bungalow style. In Shelby Township, where Old Timbers is located, no examples of the Arts and 
Crafts or Bungalow styles were identified in the Indiana Historic Sites and Structures Inventory.

The west half of Shelby Township was acquired in 1941 for Jefferson Proving Ground. In this 
part of the township, few structures remain from the pre-World War II era. The east half of the 
township is rural in character. Most resources identified in the Indiana Historic Sites and 
Structures Inventory in this area are 19th and early 20th century houses, bridges, and farm 
buildings of vernacular types. The only structures to receive a rating of "outstanding" were a 
stone, one-room school house (45001), and a timber-frame, round barn (45015).
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When the Thomsons first came to Shelby Township, they recognized the building traditions of the 
area as manifested in these structures. As they began to discuss the design of the house with 
Alfred Elzner, it was decided that native materials should be used. Since there were limestone 
quarries in the area, and local craftsman with the necessary masonry skills, stone was selected as 
the material for the walls. Elzner and the Thomsons admired the local pioneer barns, with their 
massive, hand-hewn timbers. Timbers from a number of barns were acquired for use in the 
structure. Having designed its buildings, Elzner was familiar with Berea College, where 
traditional craft techniques are taught. It was decided that hardware for doors and windows, as 
well as some of the furnishings for the house, would be fabricated by students of that institution.

Old Timbers was an unusual commission for Elzner, a nationally-known architect recognized for 
his pioneering work in reinforced concrete. Elzner was born in Cincinnati and trained as an 
architect at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He returned to Cincinnati in 1887 and 
formed a partnership with George M. Anderson. They designed the Ingalls Building, the first 
reinforced concrete skyscraper in the world, completed in 1903. Other works of the firm included 
the Denton Building and Children's Hospital in Cincinnati, the Hot Springs Hotel in Hot Springs 
Virginia, and Berea College in Berea, Kentucky.
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Verbal Boundary Description

Beginning at a point on the north bank of Graham Creek approximately 650 feet west of the east 
boundary of Section 34, Township 7 North, Range 10 East and approximately 1,200 feet north of 
the south boundary of said section; thence northwest along a line parallel to the northeast side of 
Old Timbers approximately 150 feet; thence southwest along a line parallel to the northwest side 
of Old Timbers approximately 200 feet; thence southeast along a line parallel to the southwest 
side of Old Timbers to the north bank of Graham Creek; thence northeast along said bank to the 
point of beginning.

Boundary Justification

The boundary encompasses an area necessary to include the resource and maintain its relationship 
to its historic surroundings.
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The following information is the same for all photographs:

1. Old Timbers
2. Ripley County, IN
3. Laura Thayer
4. December 1993
5. U.S. Army Jefferson Proving Ground 

Madison, IN

Additional information for individual photographs:

Photo 1
6. Camera facing northeast
7. 1 of 17

Photo 10
6. Camera facing east
7. 10 of 17

Photo 2
6. Camera facing southeast
7. 2 of 17

Photo 11
6. Camera facing south
7. 11 of 17

Photo 3
6. Camera facing southeast
7. 3 of 17

Photo 12
6. Camera facing southwest
7. 12 of 17

Photo 4
6. Camera facing northwest
7. 4 of 17

Photo 13
6. Camera facing north
7. 13 of 17

Photo 5
6. Camera facing northeast
7. 5 of 17

Photo 6
6. Camera facing northwest
7. 6 of 17

Photo 14
6. Camera facing southwest
7. 14 of 17

Photo 15
6. Camera facing northeast
7. 15 of 17

Photo 7
6. Camera facing north
7. 7 of 17

Photo 16
6. Camera facing northeast
7. 16 of 17

Photo 8
6. Camera facing southeast
7. 8 of 17

Photo 17
6. Camera facing southwest
7. 17 of 17

Photo 9
6. Camera facing northeast
7. 9 of 17
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SUPPLEMENTARY LISTING RECORD

NRIS Reference Number: 96000786 Date Listed: 7/30/96

Old Timbers Ripley IN 
Property Name: County: State:

Multiple Name

This property is listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places in accordance with the attached nomination documentation 
subject to the following exceptions, exclusions, or amendments, 
notwithstanding the National Park Service certification included 
in the nomination documentation.

Signature of the Keeper Date of Action

Amended Items in Nomination:

Although the property is nominated for both Architectural 
importance and historical significance (for the area of 
significance of "entertainment/recreation") the form only 
documents the building's architectural significance. This 
property will be listed only under National Register Criterion C 
and Architecture as an area of significance.

DISTRIBUTION:
National Register property file
Nominating Authority (without nomination attachment)


